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Digital
printing to
perfection
Innovative plastic
edgings for design

Any creative furniture manufacturer or interior architect who
has opted for the DIGITAL-EDGE
– digitally printed thermoplastic
edging – clearly has a competitive advantage. These premium
edgings facilitate sophisticated
design down to the last detail
and can be individually styled
as a promotional surface or for
creating a personal profile.
The edgebandings (made of ABS
or PP) are digitally printed offline
– for a rapport-free print profile in
perfect colours and outstanding
quality. This is also in conformity
with the strict standards of the
kitchen industry. DIGITAL-EDGE is
supplied in thicknesses between
0.6 mm and 3.0 mm, and in
widths up to 105 mm. A choice
of various grades of gloss is also
available from matt to premium
gloss.
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Networked thinking –
successful engagement
Data exchange, data management and
data discipline are the success factors
for implementing digital business models
and sales channels. A lot of operations at
SURTECO are already managed digitally.
We want to join forces with our trading
partners and take the next steps together
with them – towards improved workflow
and optimized business processes. We are
open to professional and extensive exchange of ideas with you. This is because
future-proof networking inspires digital
prowess and enhances competitiveness
for all of us.
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Edgings – instantly!
There’s nothing magic about
speed here – it’s pre-programmed
For many years, the Instant Edging
Programme – IEP for short – has
been the hallmark of speed and
perfect Design Match among the
collections of leading international
board manufacturers. Specially
tailored to the needs of even the
smallest artisan craft businesses,
our IEP facilitates prompt delivery
of selected edgings from the
factory. The programme comprises edgings and accessories, such
as hot melt adhesives, suitable
for more than 10,000 boards
produced by more than 50 leading
international manufacturers.

Needs-based,
tailormade, punctual
IEP empowers you to remain
flexible in your routine business
and keep to promised delivery
deadlines without any problems.
This is because matching edgings
for more than 10,000 decors of
leading international board manufacturers are available within 24
hours. From a length of 1 metre
and in a wide range of different
widths. Our cut-to-length service
enables us to meet individual
customers requirements in very

small batches. Even FUSION-EDGE
can be supplied to you from the
first roll.
All you need is Speed
We supply our paper-based
TECOLINE Speed edgings from
areas of 150 m² within just four
working days (with HSK coating
+1 day). Whether for application
as soft-forming or as a straight
edge, TECOLINE Speed is suitable
for all standard chipboards and is
absolutely ideal for our TECOFOIL
Speed finish foils.
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FUSION-EDGE is an innovative
furniture edging which creates
a jointless union between edge
and board – known as a visual
zero joint. This will inspire you as
a furniture designer, because it
opens up new perfection in styling
for you. The edging is supplied from
stock from an order quantity of one
roll in ABS or PP from stock.

Optimum production quality
As a producer, FUSION-EDGE
presents you with a genuine alternative to edge bonding because
no additional hot melt adhesive is
required. This benefits production
reliability, increases productivity
and leads to a significantly increased useful life for furniture.
The FUSION EDGE is compatible
with the Laser* and NIR procedure
and with all HotAir machines.
You can obtain our FUSION-EDGE
from the first roll directly from
the Instant Edging Programme.

Innovation
FUSION-EDGE
Jointless perfectly happy
*In Germany, the laser joints are protected under
a patent held by kitchen-manufacturer Bulthaup.
You require their agreement for use in Germany.
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Edgings put the
gloss on your products

SURTECO is a market leader as a specialist for high-gloss
edgings and surfaces. We offer a range that provides you
with trustworthy quality and defines contemporary trend
benchmarks. Our edging solutions meet a very broad
spectrum of aspirations and requirements – particularly
for the kitchen furniture industry. The edgings are perfectly tailored to the decorative image and grade of gloss
for the kitchen furniture industry.

Trend topic:
PRIMEmatt
We are meeting the trend
towards the PRIMEmatt look
with a selection of edgings that
have impressive properties when
it comes to visual appearance
and mechanical characteristics.
However, the highlight is the
pleasant silky touch and the
touch-sensitive surface. We offer
you the PRIMEmatt and highgloss
edgings in maximum width of
105 mm and in different strengths
in ABS or PP.
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COMPACTSTYLE
The award-winning
design edge
The edge for design diversity
received four awards at the same
time, the interzum award, the
reddot design award, the German
Design Award and the Diament
Meblarstwa. The combination of
UNI colour front and COMPACTSTYLE simulates a single-coloured
coating with an inlaid panel
providing a natural effect. This
effect significantly upgrades the
furniture and the edge skilfully
defines a modern design edge.
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TECOSMART:
the self-adhesive
furniture foil
Do you want to upgrade your item
of furniture or your customer’s
furniture, and style it with a
trendy new look? TECOSMART
has the appropriate solution. This
self-adhesive foil was specially
developed for furniture making. In
next to no time, you can upgrade
your furniture and give your item
of furniture a new look.
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One Stop Shop –
everything from a
single source

supplier in design and technology.
Thanks to the bundled expertise
we are able to perfectly meet
the demand for harmoniously
matched decors, textures and
degrees of gloss. We provide
you with everything necessary
for coating a chipboard or a
different wood-based material.
Our customers have access to
bundled competence, everything
from a single source and solutions in a network that is unique
in our sector. These strategic
measures – we call them a
“One Stop Shop” – make
SURTECO more agile, more
flexible and virtually unrivalled.

Design at its best

The product portfolio of SURTECO
GmbH has the biggest bandwidth
in the sector and provides
completes solutions to suit your
needs as a customer. We have
the material, the know-how, the
sense of design, the production
facilities and the experience in
order to achieve what is feasible.
The possibilities are boundless.
Decor, degree of gloss, haptic
textures and colour are perfectly

harmonized to match your
preferences. This enables you to
be certain that your products are
successful.

Our selection
meets your desires
The comprehensive portfolio
matches our aspiration as an
innovative, competent full-range

Our products for furniture,
flooring and doors have an
impressive reputation in the sector. Apart from their haptic and
optical qualities, they captivate
with premium surfaces, anti-fingerprint effects and particularly
robust resilience. Countless
tactile and visual impressions
are possible: from metallic and
duogloss effects with mattgloss
interplay, refinements from
supermatt to glossy, haptic touch
synchronous with the decor, or a
warm impression are just a few
examples from our competence
spectrum.
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SURTECO GmbH
Am Brühl 6
86647 Buttenwiesen
Deutschland
T: +49 8274 51-0
F: +49 8274 51-512
info@surteco.com
www.surteco.com

